
Unlock the benefits 
of Biometric Security
VeriMark™ Guard with 
Azure AD Identity



More reported breaches 
and exposed records 
compared to 2019.

Source: Risk-Based Security

Over 80% of hacking-related 
breaches involve brute 
force or the use of lost or 
stolen credentials.

Source: Verizon 2020 Data Breach 
Investigations Report

Increased data breach 
in Q1 of 2020 over 2019.

Source: Identity Force

273% 64% 80%
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Presentation Notes
With more transactions being completed online, identity fraud is the fastest growing financial crime. Cybercriminals are adopting new technologies at an unprecedented pace and growing their sophistication to capitalize on their conquests — pushing IT security and compliance teams to strengthen their data protection plans. The remote workforce has expanded exponentially since the COVID-19 pandemic began, and employers are faced with new challenges as remote access into a workstation creates a myriad of security risks. Most companies are not prepared to handle the security risks of so many employees working remotely with poor technological infrastructure and inadequate security hampering productivity.

https://pages.riskbasedsecurity.com/en/en/2020-yearend-data-breach-quickview-report
https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/2020-data-breach-investigations-report.pdf
https://www.identityforce.com/blog/2020-data-breaches


SMS Verification is not 
fraud-proof

• SMS is not encrypted.
• SIM cards can be swapped.
• Passwords can be guessed or

phished.

Tedious password 
maintenance

• Users must remember and
enter complex and
unique passwords.

• Password reset processes can
be lengthy and frustrating.

Vulnerable to costly 
data breaches

• Data breaches can disrupt
business.

• Lost revenue is due to system
downtimes.

• Risk to brand reputation.
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SMS verification is not fraud-proof:SMS texts are commonly used in two-factor authentication but are not 100% safe. They’re not encrypted, plus a SIM swap can transfer your number to another device.Security questions can often be guessed, or, like passwords, the information can be phished.Tedious password maintenance:Password-based security puts a burden on both end users and IT admins.Users must remember and enter complex and unique passwords that meet minimum requirements for length, use of special characters, and exclusion of their account names or previously used passwords. And the password reset process can be lengthy and frustrating.With traditional password systems, you are more vulnerable to a costly data breach:Data breaches can disrupt business and result in lost revenue due to system downtimes.IT professionals are now incentivized more than ever to implement endpoint security measures. To avoid regulatory fines, companies must demonstrate that policies are in place to minimize the chances of data loss.Companies risk losing their reputation and diminishing goodwill.



Proprietary fingerprint 
technology

• Is FIDO2 and FIDO U2F 
certified.

• Provides encrypted and secure 
fingerprint templates.

Cross-platform 
compatibility

Encrypted security and 
compliance

• Provides encrypted end-to-end 
security with Match-in-Sensor 
Fingerprint technology.

• Exceeds industry standards for 
false acceptance rate (FAR) and 
false rejection rate (FRR)

• Supports GDPR compliance 
and is TAA-compliant.

• Supports widely used 
operating systems, including 
Windows, Chrome, macOS, and 
iOS. Browser support includes 
Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and 
Safari.

• Is compatible with Windows 
Hello for Business.

• Tap-and-Go combines 
username and password with a 
tap on the fingerprint sensor 
to authenticate on U2F services 
that have not migrated to 
FIDO2.
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For Windows end users and enterprises with Azure Active Directory accounts, VeriMark™ Guard USB-A and USB-C Fingerprint Key FIDO2 and FIDO U2F Certified – Cross Platform offers the latest in biometric authentication for Windows Hello for Business to bring to market a modern, scalable authentication solution that offers greater security while enabling employees to streamline access to company resources. By combining the power of Kensington’s biometric technology with Azure Active Directory, organizations can benefit from multi-factor authentication that requires users to verify their identity seamlessly through biometric fingerprint templates. This method ensures that only the correct user can gain access to company resources, enabling simpler sign-in with secure adaptive access, proactive protection, and safeguarded access to company accounts.Proprietary fingerprint technology:FIDO2 and FIDO U2F certified:These offers expand authentication options, including strong single-factor (passwordless), dual, multi-factor, and Tap-and-Go. And they support up to 10 fingerprints.Secure fingerprint templates:Fingerprint template data (not a user’s full fingerprint) is securely stored locally on VeriMark keys in the private flash memory. Prior to storage, they are encrypted and signed by the sensor, using proprietary algorithms and strong cryptographic technology. 	Cross-platform compatibility:Supports widely used operating systems (Windows, Chrome, macOS, and iOS). Browser support includes Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and Safari. Compatible with Windows Hello for Business:VeriMark biometric security keys have rates that far exceed the minimum requirements for Windows Hello–compliant solutions. Enterprises benefit from passwordless authentication and robust security across their existing enterprise systems—both in the cloud and on-premises.Encrypted security and compliance:Encrypted end-to-end security with Match-in-Sensor fingerprint technology:Combines superior biometric performance and 360-degree readability with anti-spoofing technology, while exceeding industry standards for false rejection rate (FRR 2%) and false acceptance rate (FAR 0.001%). Supports GDPR compliance and is TAA-compliant:Can be used to support cybersecurity measures consistent with (but not limited to) such privacy laws and regulations as GDPR, BIPA, and CCPA. Ready for use in US Federal Government institutions and organizations. 



Enhanced security 
protocol

Revamp your authentication 
methods by incorporating 
biometric data that is unique to 
the individual.

Streamlined access

Empower remote employees
to securely work from anywhere 
and access company applications..

Fraud-resistant 
authentication

Decrease IT expenses, meet 
compliance requirements, and gain 
peace of mind with anti-phishing 
technology.
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Not only does biometric verification provide double the security around identity, but its other key advantage is convenience and scalability. Our systems are highly flexible and replace traditional password systems, removing the need for cumbersome password resets and the risks that come with them. The use of biometrics can replace traditional multi-factor authentication and provide a quick, fraud-resistant solution that will only be more complex and integral to the security and identity verification infrastructure in coming years.Enhanced security protocol – Revamp your authentication methods by incorporating biometric data that is unique to the individual.Streamline access – Empower remote employees to securely work from anywhere and access company applications.Fraud-resistant authentication – Decrease IT expenses, comply with major privacy laws and regulations, and gain peace of mind with the VeriMark biometric fingerprint keys that provide strong authentication that is resistant to phishing and other common attacks.



Eliminate less secure   
verification methods.

Simplify security with 
biometric fingerprint key. 

Revamp authentication 
with biometrics.
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Passwords are a hassle, and they are not secure enough. Employees inevitably create weak passwords or reuse their password repeatedly. A data breach would be costly and can affect your reputation negatively, and passwords alone will not protect your business from being hacked.Eliminate less secure verification and embrace the power of biometric data for multi-factor authentication to double the security around identity. Incorporate biometric data that is unique to the individual using the VeriMark biometric fingerprint key further powered by Azure AD.To adequately protect business and consumer accounts, biometrics is the one element no one can forge or duplicate.



Eliminate the hassle of 
passwords and recovery. 

Allow authorized 
users only.

Reduce friction. 
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Empower remote employees to securely work from anywhere with biometric fingerprint readers. Eliminate the hassle of passwords and offer your employees a seamless user experience when logging into company applications.  Reduce friction with multi-factor authentication that can be as simple as touching a finger.In the workplace, biometrics can be part of a strong security protocol for access to internal systems, files, information, and data. Leverage encrypted biometric data to ensure only the right person is authenticating. 



Anti-phish and anti-spoof 
technology.

Unique AI that can      
detect fake fingerprints.

Compliant with all 
major privacy laws.
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Why risk it? Benefit from technology to minimize the risk of fraud and gain peace of mind with the VeriMark biometric fingerprint keys that provide strong authentication resistant to phishing and other common attacks. Decrease IT expenses, comply with major privacy laws and regulations. VeriMark is TAA compliant and can be used to support a company’s cybersecurity measures consistent with (but not limited to) such privacy laws as GDPR, BIPA, and CCPA.Fingerprint sensors feature Synaptics SentryPoint technology, offering Quantum Matcher with PurePrint anti-spoof technology. PurePrint examines fingerprint images using unique artificial intelligence technology to distinguish between fake and actual fingers.



Quality SustainabilitySupportDesign
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MBReviews
“Kensington VeriMark IT is one step 
ahead of most of its competitors, 
featuring a match-in sensor for 
improved security and the ability to 
use one USB key for multiple 
computers (and services). The sensor 
has proven to be very fast and 
accurate. So, if you need an extra 
layer of security to your company –
or your personal computer – the 
Kensington VeriMark IT fingerprint 
key is one of the best solutions 
available right now.”

Source: Kensington VeriMark IT Fingerprint Key 
Review

The Gadgeteer
“The concept of having a portable 
hardware device/key that adds a 
layer of security that includes the 
benefit of not storing passwords on 
the computer is great.”

Source: Kensington VeriMark IT Fingerprint Key 
Review

Nerd Techy
“The Kensington VeriMark Guard is 
compatible with most modern 
operating systems. It supports use 
on Windows machines, macOS 
machines, and iOS smartphones... 
The VeriMark Guard is compatible 
with the Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and 
Safari browsers right out of the box. 
It’s plug and play, so you don’t have 
to follow any complex setup 
procedures to get it working.”

Source: Kensington VeriMark Guard USB-C 
Fingerprint Key Review
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Product reviewsMBReviewsKensington VeriMark IT is one step ahead of most of its competitors, featuring a match-in sensor for improved security, the ability to use one USB key for multiple computers (and services), and the sensor has proven to be very fast and accurate. So, if you need an extra layer of security to your company – or your personal computer – the Kensington VeriMark IT fingerprint key is one of the best solutions available right now.https://www.mbreviews.com/kensington-verimark-it-fingerprint-key-review/The Gadgeteer The concept of having a portable hardware device/key that adds a layer of security that includes the benefit of not storing passwords on the computer is great.https://the-gadgeteer.com/2019/10/15/kensington-verimark-it-fingerprint-key-review/Nerd Techy The Kensington VeriMark Guard is compatible with most modern operating systems. It supports use on Windows machines, macOS machines, and iOS smartphones. It also supports Chromebooks, but not Android smartphones. Even so, it can be used to secure and unlock the vast majority of machines. Not only that, but it supports most browsers as well. The VeriMark Guard is compatible with the Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and Safari browsers right out of the box. It’s plug and play, so you don’t have to follow any complex setup procedures to get it working.https://nerdtechy.com/kensington-verimark-guard-review/

https://www.mbreviews.com/kensington-verimark-it-fingerprint-key-review/
https://the-gadgeteer.com/2019/10/15/kensington-verimark-it-fingerprint-key-review/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__nerdtechy.com_kensington-2Dverimark-2Dguard-2Dreview&d=DwMGaQ&c=w1RWm1ZoQ0YJGpPsEXYZTg&r=O3L2b485jKycQuN6UJT3VtpadVuz9rfhi91fan353-FjViqg9Td9qi6S-JYsS8v6&m=cEM1gyQCy42soP2X4P-6QtW-kbAIdDXiWCgsnZOIEac&s=yTdO7JBPnINXuV0JJ8fJqLgbVtEHeqWfhO-em6uPt2s&e=


Next steps
Learn more about 
VeriMark Guard with 
Azure AD today. 

Explore Kensington 
VeriMark setup guides.

https://www.kensington.com/solutions/product-category/why-biometrics/
https://www.kensington.com/software/verimark-setup/


Thank you
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